
Doe’s Bakery – Lending to a Friend (with Answers) 

Jane Doe is an individual who owns a bakery, Doe’s Bakery. Jane and her best friend, John, always 
supported each other in their business endeavors. In 2016, Jane decided she needed to take a step 
away from working at Doe’s Bakery and travel for a month in Europe. John offered to help her 
pay for the trip, seeing her emotional well-being was important for the success of the bakery. He 
was wary though, and asked about Jane’s financial status to ensure he would be repaid. Jane 
provided financial documents, but the documents included old information.  

When it first opened, Doe’s Bakery was extremely successful, making traditional pastries. But in 
2014, with the introduction of the Cronut, business had been slowly declining unbeknownst to 
John. Jane’s only income was from the bakery. The estimates in the financial statements about 
Jane’s income were based on figures prior to the business’ downturn. John, however, relied on his 
friend’s word and ultimately found the financials satisfactory and lent her $50,000 on January 1, 
2017. The friends executed a promissory note, which included simple terms – the payments would 
be deferred for six months; then Jane would make monthly payments of $800; interest would 
accrue at a rate of 5% per year, based on a 360-day calendar year; and the maturity date of the 
promissory note was December 31, 2027. Jane was the only obligor.  

Unfortunately, in Jane’s absence, the friendship between Jane and John began to suffer. The two 
friends stopped talking. Jane did not make any note payments. John retained counsel who sent Jane 
default and demand letters. Jane filed for chapter 13 bankruptcy four days later. Jane scheduled 
John as an unsecured creditor.  

Jane’s sole income was the revenue from the bakery. Jane’s bankruptcy schedules reflected an 
income of approximately $4,000 a month. A majority of her income was consumed by expenses 
and proposed monthly plan payments for her mortgage (proposed $1,100 payment) and two-year-
old Honda Accord (proposed $350 payment). Jane proposed a 0% plan for unsecured creditors, 
including John.  

Upon hearing of the bankruptcy filing, John filed an adversary proceeding (1) asserting that his 
claim was nondischargeable; and (2) seeking a mandatory injunction to force Jane to remove the 
pictures of John in her bakery. Jane filed a motion to dismiss all claims, alleging lack of 
jurisdiction.  

1. Which claims, if any, could successfully be dismissed based upon lack of jurisdiction? 

The claim to determine dischargeability of the debt to John is core under 28 U.S.C. § 157(b)(2)(I). 
As the claim is core under section 157, this claim would “arise under” title 11. In re Gen. Growth 
Props., Inc., 460 B.R. 592, 598 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2011). Therefore, the bankruptcy court has 
jurisdiction over this claim.  

Arguably, the request for an injunction is not covered by 28 U.S.C. § 157. While the list in 28 
U.S.C. § 157 is not exhaustive, it would more likely be a non-core claim under 28 U.S.C. § 157 
and therefore the court would lack jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1334. Jane would likely be 
successful in dismissing the claim for injunctive relief. The bankruptcy court has “related to” 
jurisdiction under 11 U.S.C. § 1334(b) when the outcome could conceivably affect the estate being 
administered. In re E.C. Morris Corp., 523 B.R. 77, 81 (B.A.P. 6th Cir. 2014). In this case, the 



décor in the bakery is not likely to affect the estate, and that dispute can be resolved outside the 
bankruptcy court. Therefore, this claim would likely be dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.  

2. If John’s dischargeability claim survives a motion to dismiss, would this claim be 
successful and if so, under what theory would he most likely succeed?  

John probably has a strong argument under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(2)(B) that his claim is 
nondischargeable. Section 523(a)(2)(B) provides that a debt is nondischargeable if money was 
obtained using a statement in writing (i) that is materially false, (ii) respecting the debtor’s 
finances, (iii) on which the creditor reasonably relied, and (iv) that the debtor caused to be made 
with the intent to deceive. The first and second elements are satisfied in this case because the 
profitability of the bakery and income Jane disclosed were inaccurate. Further, the financial 
documents pertained to Jane, the debtor, and her finances. 

John would have to establish his reliance was reasonable and that Jane intended to deceive him 
with these statements. While this is ultimately a question of fact, John may be able to satisfy these 
elements. John requested the financial documents before he was willing to lend his friend money. 
Arguably, John reasonably relied on the financial documents and their contents in agreeing to loan 
Jane the money.  

3. What facts could you change for John to successfully support a claim under 11 U.S.C. § 
523(a)(6)?  

11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(6) provides that a debt is nondischargeable if it is for a willful and malicious 
injury by the debtor to another entity or to the property of another entity. See In re Best, 109 F. 
App’x 1, 5-6 (6th Cir. 2004). The Court of Appeals contemplates debts arising out of misconduct 
such as intentional infliction of emotional distress, malicious prosecution, conversion, assault, 
false arrest, intentional libel or deliberately vandalizing the creditor’s premises would be 
nondischargeable.    

An example of changed facts that might support an (a)(6) claim: when John extended the loan to 
Jane, she granted him a security interest in all her baking equipment. He perfected his interest in 
the equipment. However, when Jane’s and John’s friendship ended, Jane decided that she would 
rather destroy all the baking equipment than allow John to repossess and sell it. John sues Jane in 
state court and obtains a judgment based upon conversion. If John now seeks to have his claim 
determined as nondischargeable, he may be successful under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(6). 

4. What if, instead of a claim to determine dischargeability and for mandatory injunctive 
relief, John brought an adversary proceeding asserting a claim that Doe’s Bakery is liable 
under the note. Would this claim survive Jane’s motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction?  

This claim would probably not survive a motion to dismiss because John is asking for a declaration 
about a debt, but the relief sought does not pertain to the debtor. Arguably, John is asking the Court 
to rewrite the terms of the note, and the claim would be between a third party and the creditor. 
Therefore, the Court would likely not have “related to” jurisdiction. In re E.C. Morris Corp., 523 
B.R. 77, 81 (B.A.P. 6th Cir. 2014). Even if a state court later determined Doe’s Bakery is obligated 
under the note, this would not affect Jane’s personal bankruptcy estate. If this was a bankruptcy 
case for the bakery, the answer to this question may vary. 



5. What if, in addition to Jane’s personal bakery, Doe’s Bakery files a chapter 11 bankruptcy 
case? Doe’s Bakery had a contract with We Love Pastries, LLC. We Love Pastries, LLC 
is a private event space that hosts weekly gatherings and would serve pastries from Doe’s 
Bakery.  When Doe’s Bakery files a petition for Chapter 11 relief, We Love Pastries, LLC 
is owed about $25,000 for back-ordered or spoiled pastries. We Love Pastries, LLC does 
not receive notice of the bankruptcy and therefore never files a claim. Ultimately, Doe’s 
Bakery sells substantially all its assets in a Section 363 sale to a third-party purchaser, New 
Bakery Inc. Under the Sale Order and Asset Purchase Agreement (“APA”), New Bakery 
Inc. did not assume any prepetition liability from Doe’s Bakery. 

When We Love Pastries, LLC learns that New Bakery Inc. owns substantially all the assets 
of Doe’s Bakery, it sues it in Tennessee state court alleging breach of contract under 
theories of successor liability. New Bakery Inc. argues that the case should be dismissed 
based on the injunction provided in the Sale Order. The case is removed to the Bankruptcy 
Court. Does the Bankruptcy Court have jurisdiction to hear the case?  

Arguably, the Bankruptcy Court is interpreting its own Sale Order, which is a core proceeding 
under 28 U.S.C. § 157(N). Further, it could be argued that the claim that New Bakery Inc. was 
liable under theories of successor liability could fall under 28 U.S.C. § 157(O) as well because the 
proceeding could affect the liquidation of assets of the estate or adjustment of the debtor-creditor 
relationship. If the Bankruptcy Court is asked to determine and interpret its own Sale Order and 
the APA, any determined liability could ultimately affect the liquidation of Doe’s Bakery.   

Further, the breach of contract claim could affect the administration of the estate if it is determined 
that We Love Pastries, LLC did not receive proper notice and could be entitled to relief from the 
Bankruptcy Court. See In re E.C. Morris Corp., 523 B.R. 77, 81 (B.A.P. 6th Cir. 2014). The issue 
of a Sale Order violation could also be argued to be within the jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Court 
who issued such order.  
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